Let X be a second countable locally compact Abelian group containing no subgroup topologically isomorphic to the circle group T. Let be a probability distribution on X such that its characteristic function b Then is a convolution of a Gaussian distribution and a distribution supported in the subgroup of X generated by elements of order 2.
The present note is devoted to study a functional equation on a locally compact Abelian group group which appears in characterization of probability distributions by the optimality of an estimate.
Let X be a second countable locally compact Abelian group, Y a X £ be its character group, @x; yA be the value of a character y P Y at an element x P X. Denote by w 1 @XA the convolution semigroup of probability distribution on the group X, and denote by 
where x P X, and '@yA is a continuous nonnegative function on the group Y satisfying the equation '@y 1 C y 2 A C '@y 1 y 2 A a P'@y 1 A C '@y 2 A; y 1 ; y 2 P Y:
A Gaussian distribution is called symmetric if in (1) x a H. Denote by @XA the set of Gaussian distributions on the group X.
Consider a probability space @X; f; A, where f is a -algebra of Borel subsets of X, and P w 1 @XA. Form a family of distributions @AA a @A A; A P f; P X. Denote by ¥ a class of estimates f X X n U 3 X satisfying the condition f@x 1 Cc; : : : ; x n CcA a f@x 1 ; : : : ; x n ACnc for all x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; c P X. According to [1] (see also [2] , [3, Ch. 7 
and b n @yA > H. When n ! Q this implies that if a group X contains no elements of order 2, then P @XA (see [1] ).
This note is devoted to solving of equation (4) (4), and hence the characteristic function of the distribution a £ also satisfies equation (4). Describe first the groups X for which the converse statement is true. y j a H; y 1 ; : : : ; y n ; y P Y:
We also note that @ yA a @yA; y P Y:
Substituting in (6) y 3 a y 1 y 2 ; y 4 a ¡ ¡ ¡ a y n a H and taking into account (7), we get @y 1 C y 2 C yA @y 1 C y 2 yA a @y 1 C yA @y 1 yA C @y 2 C yA @y 2 yA; y 1 ; y 2 ; y P Y:
Setting successively y a y 1 C y 2 , y a y 1 , y a y 2 , we find from (8) that @Py 1 C Py 2 A a @Py 1 A C P @y 1 C y 2 A P @y 1 y 2 A C @Py 2 A; y 1 ; y 2 P Y:
This implies that @Py 1 C Py 2 A C @Py 1 Py 2 A a P @Py 1 A C @Py 2 A; y 1 ; y 2 P Y;
i.e. the function @yA satisfies equation (2) on the subgroup Y (2) , and hence, the function @yA satisfies equation (2) on the subgroup Y (2) . Denote by ' 0 @yA the restriction of the function @yA to the subgroup Y (2) .
It is well known that we can associate to each function '@yA satisfying equation (2) 
; h P Y:
Return to equation (8) Remark 3. Let X be a second countable locally compact Abelian group. In the articles [4] and [5] (see also [5, §16] ) were studied group analogs of the well-known Heyde theorem, where a Gaussian distribution is characterized by the symmetry of the conditional distribution of a linear form L 2 a 1 1 C ¡ ¡ ¡ C n n of independent random variables j given L 1 a 1 1 C ¡ ¡ ¡ C n n (coefficients of the forms are topological automorphisms of the group X). Let b j @yA be the characteristic function of the random variable j : It is interesting to remark that if the number of independent random variables n a P, then the functions j @yA a ln jb j @yAj 2 also satisfy equation (13). For the groups X containing no subgroup topologically isomorphic to the circle group T, and also for the two-dimensional torus X a T 2 this implies that all j P @XA £ w 1 @X (2) A.
We use Theorem 1 to prove the following statement, a significant part of which refers to the case when the group X contains a subgroup topologically isomorphic to the circle group T. Proof. Put @yA a ln jb @yAj. Then the function @yA satisfies equation (13). As has been proved in [5] in this case the function @yA is represented in the form @yA a '@yA C r ; y P y C Y (2) ;
where '@yA is a continuous function satisfying equation (2), and Y a S @y C Y (2) A is a decomposition of the group Y with respect to the subgroup Y (2) . Since X (2) is a finite subgroup, it is easy to see that the function g@yA a expf r g; y P y CY (2) ; is the chracteristic function of a signed measure on the subgroup X (2) . It follows from this that j @yAj a @yA @yA;
where P @XA and b @yA a expf '@yAg.
Set l@yA a b @yA=j @yAj and check that the function l@yA is a character of the group Y . Hence, Theorem 2 will be proved.
Note that the function l@yA satisfies equation (4) and l@ yA a l@yA; l n @yA a I; y P Y:
Put in (4) y 2 a y 1 , y 3 a ¡ ¡ ¡ a y n a H. We get l n 2 @yAl@y 1 C yAl@ y 1 C yA a l n 2 @ yAl@y 1 yAl@ y 1 yA; y; y 1 ; y 2 P Y:
Taking into account (14), it follows from this that 
We find by induction from (15) that m@pyA a m p @yA; p P Z; y P Y:
Now we formulate as a lemma the following statement. Continue the proof of Theorem 2. Since, by the assumption, X (2) is a finite subgroup, there exist q ! H such that the group X contains a subgroup topologically isomorphic to the group T q , but X does not contain a subgroup topologically isomorphic to the group T q+1 . It is well known that a subgroup of X topologically isomorphic to a group of the form T k is a topologically direct summand in X. For this reason the group X is represented in the form X a T q C G, where the group G contains no subgroup topologically isomorphic to the circle group T. We have Y $ a Z q C H, H a G £ . It follows from Lemma 2 and (16) by induction that the function m@yA on the group Z q , satisfying equation (15) and the condition m n @yA a I is a character of the group Z q . By Theorem 1 the restriction of the function b @yA to H is a product of the characteristic function of a Gaussian distribution on the group G and the characteristic function of a distribution on the subgroup G (2) . Taking into account that the characteristic function of any distribution on G (2) Since n is odd, we have Pr C ns a I for some integers r and s. Taking into account (14) this implies that l@yA a @l@yAA 2r+ns a @m@yAA r is a character of the group Y . Theorem 2 is completely proved.
We note that the example given in Remark 2 shows that a signed measure needs not be a measure. . The subgroup T d 0 (2) is infinite in this case. This example shows that condition @iA in Theorem 2 is sharp.
Remark 5. We assumed in Theorem 2 that n is odd. This condition can not be omitted even for the circle group X a T. Indeed, let n a R. Take a in such a way that the function f@mA a expf am be the characteristic function of a distribution P w 1 @TA. On the one hand, it is ibvious that the function f@mA satisfies equation (4) and f 4 @mA > H, m P Z. On the other hand, the distribution can not be represented in the form a £ , where P @TA, and is a signed measure on T (2) . This example also shows that a function f@yA satisfying equation (4) 
